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Agency: Commerce, Community and Economic Development
Grants to Municipalities (AS 37.05.315)
Grant Recipient: Yakutat
Project Title:

Federal Tax ID: 92-6001319

Project Type: Maintenance and Repairs

Yakutat - Ocean Cape Dock Major Maintenance
State Funding Requested: $1,196,933
One-Time Need

House District: 35 / R

Brief Project Description:
This dock is a critical element of Yakutat's waterfront which is the economic lifeline of the community.
There are two main aspects to the project: Replacement of pilings,concrete footings and the southeast
wall on the main dock, along with replacement of the OSHA required wash house which is beyond
repair.

Funding Plan:
Total Project Cost:
Funding Already Secured:
FY2015 State Funding Request:
Project Deficit:

$1,926,933
($730,000)
($1,196,933)
$0

Funding Details:
This project was partially funded in FY 2014 with an appropriation of $500,000 in SB 18. The City and Borough of Yakutat contributed
$230,000 of our own funds to this project to complete the rebuild on the washhouse and sanitation facilities of the plant.

Detailed Project Description and Justification:
The Ocean Cape Dock is a vital part of the Yakutat economy. It houses Yakutat Seafoods, the economic lifeblood of the
community. The seafood plant is leased to Yakutat Seafoods, which operates the business year round, with most
processing concentrated from March (when halibut and black cod season opens) through the spring, summer and fall
salmon seasons, and concluding with the close of longlining in November. Small amounts of winter king salmon and rockfish
are processed aswell.
**NOTE: The dock also serves as the barge and ferry dock, making it a key transportation facility for Yakutat. The City and
Borough provides the dock to the Alaska Marine Highway through an MOU at no cost to the state.
An engineers report for the dock (attached) has been completed. It identified numerous structural issues that threaten the
Ocean Cape Dock. This project will replace 106 of the 318 pilings that support the structure. Furthermore, there are 212
concrete splice collars that must be replaced due to deteriorated concrete. The southeast wall of the facility is the only wall
that is not metal sheathed. The wood is rotten and needs to be rebuilt. In doing so, we will face it with metal siding for better
protection.
Furthermore, the attached condition assessment of the wash house recommends complete replacement of this structure,
which is critical to the operation of the municipally-owned seafood plant on the dock. PND took a close look at the wash
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house and determined the building was beyond repair.
Work in 2013 was focused on Phase I, wash house replacement, due to the OSHA mandate to completely rebuild it. This
work will be completed in March of 2014. The second phase, South wall replacement and piling replacement, has yet to be
addressed and these elements form the current FY 15 request.
In 2013 significant damage was done to the old wood/creosote pilings on the front face of the dock, utilized as the most
important mooring facility in Yakutat. In addition to hundreds of fishing vessel tie-ups annually, this face of the dock serves
as the ferry dock and barge dock, where almost all seaborne freight is delivered to the community. Pilings were damaged
either in one major event or in several concurrent events. No single vessel can be proven responsible for this damage, but
based on visual inspection it is likely due to a large vessel like the M/V Kennecott or the AML tug/barge. The pilings on this
face of the dock will be replaced with steel pilings faced with the modern standard UHMW plastic piling guards (bumpers.)

Project Timeline:
November to February 2014
November to February 2015

Entity Responsible for the Ongoing Operation and Maintenance of this Project:
City and Borough of Yakutat

Grant Recipient Contact Information:
Name:
Title:
Address:

Frank Ryman
Borough Manager
309 Max Italio Drive
Yakutat, Alaska 99689
Phone Number: (907)784-3323
Email:
sryman@yakutatak.us
Has this project been through a public review process at the local level and is it a community priority? X Yes

No
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February 1, 2013

PND 132020

Mr. Greg Indreland
Managing Owner
Yakutat Seafoods
PO Box 419
Yakutat, AK 99689
Re:

Yakutat Seafoods Process Building
Piling Inspection and Assessment

Dear Greg,
Per your request PND Engineers, Inc. (PND) inspected and assessed the timber piling and piling
splice collars at the Yakutat Seafoods Processing Building. This letter contains a description of the
inspection, observations, assessment and recommendations.
Background
The Yakutat Seafoods Processing Building is approximately 232 feet long by 48 feet long and was
built in 1916. The building is a two-story, timber-framed structure with a timber pile foundation.
Piles are in rows from 5 to 8 feet on center with piles in each row spaced between 5 and 8 feet on
center.
Piles are in various states of condition: some relatively new and in good condition while some
appear to be very old and are in very poor condition. Many original round piles have been replaced
with treated timber round piles or square 12x12 or 10x10 sections. Piles that are not original have
been spliced at the mudline with the splice encased in a concrete collar. Many of the newer piles
were installed after a 1991 inspection and report by Stragier Engineering. In that report there are
sketches for pile replacement including connections and splice collars.
Inspection and Observations
On January 31, 2013, Mr. Chris Gianotti, P.E. inspected the piling. The inspection was primarily a
visual inspection as deterioration at the piles and concrete collars was so significant no further
probing or sounding was required. Observations were conducted at low tide so the entire pile above
mud line could be inspected.
Observations included:
1) There are approximately 106 un-treated timber piles that require replacement. These piles are
rotten and deteriorated to the extent that they cannot be relied upon to bear load. Many have a
reduced cross-sectional area and the condition of the remaining timber at that reduced section
is very poor. Two piles are completely missing and have had a column placed adjacent to the
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missing location. It appears the replacement columns are set in place and not driven and their
load capacity cannot be relied upon.
2)

There are 212 piles that have deteriorating concrete splice collars, are missing slice collars or will
require a splice collar when the deteriorated piles are replaced. Deterioration is in the form of
excessive cracking and erosion and spalling of the concrete.

3)

The concrete in the fairly recently constructed splice collars is of poor quality. The repair detail
indicates a minimum strength of 2,500 psi. There are numerous abrasions and cracks in this
concrete.

Assessment and Recommendations
Based on the age of the facility and the observations the following assessments and
recommendations can be made:
1)

Untreated piling that are deteriorated no longer can be counted on to support the dead and live
loads anticipated in the building. These piles should be replaced within the next year.

2)

Original piling are likely in fair to good condition several feet below the mudline as there is
inadequate oxygen to support rot mechanisms. A repair and replacement technique that
includes cutting deteriorated piling off at a point where the cross-section is full and constant
and the timber is of sound condition is a reasonable and cost-effective method. Piles cannot be
re-driven at this time and replacing their bearing value with footings would require significant
excavation and concrete.

3)

The repair details in the Stragier Engineering 1991 report should be followed with slight
modifications: any concrete reinforcing should be galvanized and the concrete should be a high
performance concrete with a minimum concrete strength of 4,500 psi. Galvanized reinforcing
will have significantly higher resistance to salt water corrosion. Concrete with lesser strengths
have been found to be more permeable and more susceptible to salt water penetration. The salt
water will corrode the steel reinforcing and expand causing cracking. Cracking will allow water
to intrude that when frozen will expand and cause additional deterioration. The intruding
saltwater will also start to destroy the chemical bonds of the concrete and result in spalling and
flaking.

4)

The pile splices without concrete collars should have collars added within 2 years. Splices with
deteriorating concrete collars should have the collars replaced within 5 years. If collar repair is
not accomplished in these time frames the life of piles will be reduced.

4)

Replacement timbers should be pressure preservative treated. Oil borne preservative
treatments will provide longer protection than water borne treatments. Water borne treatment
salts will be leached out over time when submerged by tidal waters. The treatment should be
creosote and of at least 12 pound per cubic foot of retention.
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5)

All cut ends and drill holes in preservative treated timber that are made after treatment should
be field treated. For cut ends a copper napthenate solution is applied in several coats. For
drilled holes the holes should be swabbed with copper napthenate and then be injected with
coal tar prior to installing the bolts or pins. Field treatment should follow American Wood
Preservers Association (AWPA) standard M4 which includes best management practices to
avoid and minimize impacts to the environment.

Hopefully, this report meets your needs. If you have questions or need additional information,
please feel free to call me.
Sincerely,
PND Engineers, Incorporated │ Juneau Office

Chris Gianotti, P.E.
Senior Engineer /Vice President

